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Abstract 

The holistic use of Cyber-Physical-Production-Systems (CPPS) requires a new communication architecture, the classic automation pyramid 
hinders the service-orientation of this methodology. The different functionalities of the layers of the pyramid still have their authorization, 
while the communication needs a model, where all participants in a production deliver or consume information handled by services. In the 
Learning Factory of the Bochum University of Applied Sciences a research scenario is set up to investigate the CPPS-oriented communication 
in a production line between distributed PLCs, MES, ERP, Energy Monitoring and Cloud-Services. The developed communication architecture 
uses standards as OPC-UA to realize this service-orientation. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

The current issues in the automation industry are industry 
4.0 and cyber-physical systems (CPS). The changes in the 
current processes and constructions of industrial plants and 
organizations associated with these terms are all-
encompassing and highly complex. The networking of all 
different technologies in the width and the depth of an 
organization is increasing, and the data will be used to 
streamline the systems and processes [1]. 

During this development, it should not be neglected, that 
there are countless different systems need to be networked, 
which rarely have been provided all by one manufacturer. It is 
rather so that e.g. an industrial plant consists of the various 
components of various manufacturers because each 
manufacturer specializing in a specific technique. Now it's 
task of networking, but for industry 4.0 and CPS is necessary, 
that these systems are all connected. First, this means that all 
on a same interface to communicate. For more than 10 years 
now we can see in the industrial automation, that proprietary 
field-busses are successfully replaced by industrial Ethernet. 

But what we also see is, that this development is not enough, 
because each manufacturer can use “his” communication 
protocol beside or above the TCP/IP stack for good reasons, 
e.g. for product-specific or vendor-specific features (real-
time-communication) that require non-open protocols. 

This issue must be addressed with a uniform architecture 
for the exchange of data. Thus, it is possible to make data 
visible and usable at all areas of a company. 

2. Initial Situation in the Automation Technology 

The “classic” automation pyramid is specified in IEC 
62264 and includes a total of six levels. Level 0 describes the 
sensor / actuator level. As implies from the name of the level, 
its task to run quick and easy data collection and quickly 
execute commands. This is very often simple binary signals 
for States and their changes. Level 1 is the so-called field 
level and describes the interface to the technical production 
process of input and output signals. Level 2 is directly over it 
and includes control, so this level is also known as level of 
control. Level 3 is called process control level and includes 
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the operation and monitoring, as well as execution and data 
archiving. These four levels are more process-oriented while 
the next two levels are allocated to the management and 
planning. Level 5 describes therefore production planning and 
material management, as well as the quality management and 
the KPI-determination. At the top of the pyramid stands the 
so-called enterprise-level [2]. 

The upcoming technology in the last years entering the 
field of automation / manufacturing is the development of 
cyber-physical-systems, of which each of the levels of the 
automation pyramid and therefore each area of a company 
will be affected. The aim is first to clarify what are cyber-
physical systems. The research agenda CPS of the VDI/VDE 
society of measurement and automation technology are 
discussion following this: "Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are 
characterized by a link of real (physical) objects and processes 
with information processing (virtual) objects and processes 
via open, partly global and any interconnected information 
networks [3]”. The core of CPS emphasis on the networking 
aspect and the permanent networking of the virtual with the 
real processes and objects. This is essential in CPS, because a 
global distribution of virtual and real objects is intended or is 
considered. 

Within the field of automation, the connection between 
(Windows) PC-based systems is done by the OPC-Standard 
for a long time now: "The OPC technology provides a 
standardized interface for user programs and addresses a well-
known difficulty: you want that can access a user program on 
the process data of the hardware of any control manufacturer, 
so you must develop a driver program [4]." According to 
another driver program is required for accessing the hardware 
of other manufacturers in turn, etc. Virtualization systems that 
need to access the data of different PLCs are a typical 
example of this, to do this they need normally a series of 
driver programs. Through OPC, a standardized access to 
process data of hardware has been created now. OPC provides 
a data bridge between an application that has parent to handle 
process data and hardware that can be viewed as a device-
specific data supplier. "OPC is the technological basis for the 
comfortable and powerful combination of automation 
components with control hardware and field devices. Beyond 

offering the prerequisite for the integration of Office products 
and information systems of enterprise-level such as enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) and manufacturing execution 
systems (MES) [5]". 
 

3. Effect of the Digital Transformation on the Automation 
Pyramid  

It is clear, that the digital transformation will affect the 
automation pyramid. The system levels of the pyramid deliver 
a hierarchical communication model giving instructions 
“down” and results “up”. The communication technologies 
took this into account with adapted protocols, even if they are 
all somehow Ethernet-based for last time. This is currently far 
away from a scenario where different physical object talk to 
different cyber objects (CPS) in the field of production 
(Cyber-Physical-Production-System, CPPS) [3].  

There are different approaches discussed in the industry on 
how a transformation of the automation pyramid will take 
place: 

One Scenario is the complete elimination of MES. Only 
the ERP is left from the original levels and a holistic 
automation level. A new layer is created to take over the 
functions of a data storage and the data management of the 
CPS. Other scenarios still see the need for a MES systems. 
Other scenarios show ever more conservative visions with 
surviving levels of the pyramid and just a better networking. 
These scenarios don’t have much to do with an CPPS scenario 
and they are already in use in innovative companies [6]. 

With their still hierarchical shape the described scenarios 
show the difficulty in the rather conservative manufacturing 
industry to realize the new opportunities of the CPPS. While 
one scenario still believes in a strong ERP, which reminds of 
CIM scenarios that were developed in the 80th, the other does 
not change the shape of the pyramid in the way it is shown in 
the figure below. 
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